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Abstract: Real-world reectance data can be used to improve the realism of synthesized images,
albeit with many challenges: memory footprints can be large, proles are limited to a nite (usu-
ally small) set of materials and rendering with measured data can be costly. Since the observation
space (number of reectance measurements) is usually much larger than the underlying space of
real-world reectance proles, a typical optimisation strategy identies principal components in
the data to directly render from compressed representations of the measurements. We directly
learn an underlying low-dimensional non-linear reectance manifold amenable to rapid exploration
and rendering of the space of real-world materials. We show that interpolated materials can be
expressed as linear combinations of the measured data, despite lying on a non-linear manifold.
This allows us to eciently interpolate, extrapolate and render directly from the manifold. We
apply a Gaussian process latent variable model to represent the reectance manifold, demonstrat-
ing its utility in the context of high-performance and realistic rendering with materials that are
interpolations of acquired BRDFs (from the popular MERL dataset [Matusik et al. 2003a]).
Key-words: BRDF interpolation
Une parametrisation non linéaire mais versatile du
manifolde des BRDFs
Résumé : Les données de reectance issues de mesures goniophotométriques ajoutent un fort
niveau de réalisme aux images de synthèse, mais au prix d'une consommation mémoire et d'un
coup de calcul conséquents, le tout pour un nombre limité de matériaux possibles. Etant donnée
que la dimensionnalité de l'espace dans lequel les fonctions de réectance évoluent est relative-
ment faible par rapport à l'espace d'échantillonnage, une stratégie classique est d'avoir recours à
l'analyse en composantes principales an de pouvoir directement exprimer le rendu dans un es-
pace de dimension faible. Dans ce papier, nous adoptons une approche non linéaire de réduction
de dimensionalite, en utilisant une technique qui préserve la linéarite par rapport aux données
d'entrée du problème. Cela nous permet d'exprimer ecacement tout calcul dépendant linéaire-
ment des fonctions de réectance, et d'extrapoler les résultat de ce calcul sur tout le manifold.
Nous utilisons pour cela des processus Gaussiens sur la base de MERL [Matusik et al. 2003a],
dont nous demontrons l'utilité pour des tâches de rendu temps réel et de simulation de l'éclairage.
Mots-clés : Fonctions de reectance, Interpolation de matériaux
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1 Introduction
Incorporating accurate representations of the reective characteristics of real-world surfaces is
crucial to the photorealism of synthetised images, where the appearance of opaque surfaces is
modelled using Bidirectional Reectance Distribution Functions (BRDFs). Although BRDFs may
be specied analytically, many methods capable of acquiring BRDFs from real-world materials
have been proposed. These methods typically capture raw data by exhaustively tabulating
reectance from many sampled incident and reected directions. While the dimensionality of
the space of BRDFs spanned by these measurements can be arbitrarily large (i.e., four million
for the MERL dataset), it is known that the subspace of real-world BRDFs is of comparably
low dimensionality [Matusik et al. 2003b]. Directly exploring this subspace, which we call the
manifold of BRDFs, opens up many exciting applications: real-world BRDF interpolation for
material design, BRDF inference, data completion for partially-observed BRDFs, to name a few.
Linear interpolation of captured BRDF data leads to rendering artifacts, such as ghost-
ing" when highlights for dierent BRDFs are not co-incident. Non-linear BRDF interpolation
methods [Bonneel et al. 2011, Bonneel et al. 2016] work well, but they do not provide a low di-
mensional parameterisation of the manifold. This is an important limitation when interpolating
materials with high-dimensional measurements. Another drawback of such direct interpolation
methods is that their interpolation weights may be directionally-dependent, leading to under-
constrained systems that do not respect the physically-based properties of reection, such as as
reciprocity.
Several works apply dimensionality reduction techniques to BRDF data. Linear dimension-
ality reduction (i.e., variants of PCA) results in high-dimensional manifolds (e.g., about 45D for
the MERL dataset). Here, the calculation of orthogonal 4D basis functions is challenging due
to the aforementioned physical constraints that must be satised by real-world BRDFs, such as
non-negativity and reciprocity. Standard methods for non-linear dimensionality reduction are
not very useful for reasoning about the BRDF manifold: these methods exploit local relations,
and so they tend to cope poorly with low sampling rates (i.e., few measured BRDFs) and noisy
measurements, two artifacts present in modern BRDF datasets. Charting methods have been
used to learn tighter (i.e., 10D) non-linear BRDF manifolds [Matusik et al. 2003b], but these
approaches cannot guarantee that arbitrary points on the manifold correspond to valid BRDF
approximations. A Euclidean embedding can provide a latent space that is useful for studying
relationships between BRDFs, including perceptual distances [Wills et al. 2009], but it does not
allow for interpolative exploration of the embedded space.
One approach for resolving these issues is to t low-dimensional parametric (analytical) mod-
els to the acquired reectance data and to perform interpolation directly in the parametric
space [Ngan et al. 2005, Walter et al. 2007, Bagher et al. 2012]. Although identifying such mod-
els is non-trivial, their parameterisations naturally allow for interpolation and also guarantee low-
dimensional manifolds (as the dimensionality is pre-determined based on the analytical model's
degrees of freedom). Unfortunately, tting parametric models is often numerically unstable, espe-
cially in the presence of the multiple reectance lobes common to real-world materials. Another
important drawback is that these ts provide no smoothness guarantees between the mapping
from the parametric space to the measured BRDFs, causing interpolated BRDFs to suer from
abrupt appearance transitions, even when interpolating between two similar BRDFs. Finally,
rendering images with BRDFs interpolated in the parametric space still requires costly numer-
ical integration for estimating the rendering (or reection) equation; typically, these methods
propose importance sampling schemes to accelerate the numerical integration, but the integra-
tion task remains necessary.
We instead develop an approach, that does not require any run-time numerical integration,
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to eciently render images with materials interpolated from a library of acquired BRDFs. Our
method is based on the observation of two important properties of real-world BRDF manifolds,
both of which facilitate interpolative exploration: rst, we observe that the manifold (or latent
space) should be formed using non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques capable of coping
with noisy measurements; secondly, even though the interpolation coecients of dierent input
BRDFs may be non-linearly related, it is desirable that the values of interpolated BRDFs remain
linear with respect to the input measurements (see 2.1). We use a Gaussian Process Latent
Variable Model (GPLVM) to meet these design properties, allowing us to perform accurate and
ecient rendering of interpolated materials, both in the context of direct illumination from
distant environmental lighting and approximate global illumination.
2 Related Work
The BRDF is a function that maps pairs of directions to real values: ρ : ωi×ωr → < for each color
channel. The value of the BRDF is the ratio of the reected radiance along ωr, at a shading point
s in a geometric scene, to the dierential radiance due to light incident along ωi at s. There is
a large body of work pertaining to the study of material appearance over the past four decades,
and we point readers to comprehensive surveys on the measurement, modelling, analysis and
rendering of materials [Dorsey et al. 2008, Weinmann et al. 2015, Guarnera et al. 2016]. Here,
we instead focus on works that are most relevant to our goals, dealing with spatially-invariant
materials.
Measurement and modelling of acquired BRDFs
Marschner and colleagues [Marschner et al. 1999] measure BRDF reectivities at multiple pairs
of incident and reected angles, sampled over the 4D domain, and Matusik et al. similarly publish
a dataset [Matusik et al. 2003a] with four million such sampled measurements, for 100 dierent
materials. Due to the amount of data, a common approach for building practical representations
has been to combine some form of BRDF parameterisation with numerical approximation, such as
tabulation [Steigleder and McCool 2002], matrix decomposition [Kautz and McCool 1999], non-
negative matrix factorisation [Lawrence et al. 2004], inverse shade trees [Lawrence et al. 2006a]
or Tucker tensor decompositions [Bilgili et al. 2011]. These methods vary in the accuracy-storage
trade-os they make. Recent methods for capturing material properties require impressively
few measurements [Georgoulis et al. 2015, Aittala et al. 2016, Nam et al. 2016, Xu et al. 2016],
however large datasets created with these methods are not available.
Analysis
BRDF analysis has been approached from roughly two directions: basis function approximations
of individual BRDFs, and the study of the entire space of BRDFs. For the former, bases used for
analysis include the spherical harmonics (SH) [Westin et al. 1992], spherical wavelets [Schröder and Sweldens 1995],
empirical bases using clustering algorithms [Lensch et al. 2003] constrained basis decomposi-
tions [Lawrence et al. 2006b] and rotated zonal harmonics [Soler et al. 2015]. When furnished
with only partial observations of a single BRDF, Gaussian Process (GP) regression has proven ef-
fective for BRDF completion [Hao et al. 2015]. Radiometric studies of the space of BRDFs apply
tools for dimensionality reduction directly on the measured data. Linear approaches are unable
to identify suciently small subspaces [Matusik et al. 2003a] to facilitate practical exploration,
whereas many non-linear dimensionality reduction tools (e.g., MDS, ISoMap, LLE) yield compact
embeddings without explicitly providing mappings between the measured space and the manifold.
Inria
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An alternative approach ts parametric models [Ngan et al. 2005, Ashikhmin and Premoze 2007,
Bagher et al. 2012, Löw et al. 2012] to the captured data in ordre to model the variation across
dierent measured BRDFs. Here, the tting process can be numerically unstable, especially for
materials with multiple reectance lobes.
Perceptual space of BRDFs
Several works aim to understand the perceptual properties of BRDFs, often driven by user studies.
This has led to reparameterisations of a specic BRDF with respect to perceptual metrics, as well
as for identifying semantically meaningful axes of variation for the BRDF manifold (e.g., color and
gloss) [Pellacini et al. 2000]. Further work led to the development of correspondences across these
two parametric and perceptual spaces [Westlund and Meyer 2001]. Wills et al [Wills et al. 2009]
show that linear interpolation in BRDF space does not result in a linear blend of materials in
the perceptual space. They used MDS to obtain an embedding of BRDFs and rendered images
by traversing their embedding. Since MDS does not provide a mapping between the two spaces,
their method is unable to interpolate materials within the embedded space. A recent technique
identied an intuitive control space for materials [Serrano et al. 2016], allowing for impressive
exploration of the manifold of acquired materials from a perceptually semantic perspective (see
Section 5).
Rendering
Many methods can directly render acquired materials, spanning accurate (but slow) physically-
based methods to coarser (but faster) approximations. For real-time rendering, the compression
and representation of the acquired BRDFs necessarily remain tightly coupled to the direct ren-
dering algorithm materials. While view-light factorisation using SVD [Kautz and McCool 1999]
oers a simple rendering algorithm for a specic BRDF, the use of trilinear tensor factorisa-
tion [Sun et al. 2007] improves compression thereby allowing exploration of the space of BRDFs.
The projection of BRDFs onto the SH basis leverages the simplicity of convolution in this space
for rendering, and this has been exploited for rendering isotropic [Sloan et al. 2002] and ar-
bitrary 4D BRDFs [Kautz et al. 2002]. Most recently, a framework for accelerating spherical
ltering with isotropic spherical decompositions (ISD) [Soler et al. 2015] has led to a real-time
frequency-domain BRDF rendering solution. One of our applications builds atop the ISD to
demonstrate how our representation enables ecient real-time rendering of interpolated mate-
rials. Some of the above methods can handle visibility (shadows) but with restrictions, such as
static views, static geometry or the use of heavy precomputation. Sun et al [Sun et al. 2007]
handles global interreections using precomputed transfer tensors, and a large body of work on
precomputed rendering [Ramamoorthi 2009] demonstrate methods that trade speed for accu-
racy. Xu et al [Xu et al. 2014] render 1-bounce interreections, however it is unclear how their
spherical-Gaussian representation can be used to render measured BRDFs.
2.1 A Overview of Gaussian Processes
AGaussian process (GP) is a collection of random variables, any nite number of which stem from
a joint Gaussian distribution. If the random values represent the evaluations of some function
f : X → <, their associated GP implicitly models distributions over the space of functions.
Here, we overview how GPs can be used to perform regression (interpolation) and to optimise
low-dimensional latent variables. We limit our review of GPs to the extent that is necessary for
understanding our problem, and we refer interested readers to a comprehensive reference on this
topic [Rasmussen and Williams 2006].
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Regression
Our goal is to predict the value y∗ at arbitrary locations x∗ ∈ X given pairs of observed values
(xi, yi) at training locations xi ∈ X, where i = 0, 1, ..N−1. By denition, if we denote the vector
of values y = [y0, y1, ..., yN−1]
ᵀ of the Gaussian process, then it follows that y ∼ N (µy, K) where
µy and K are the mean and covariance of the Gaussian. The elements of the covariance matrix
are Kij = c(xi,xj) where c : X×X → < is a covariance function of the users specication. Here,
c can be thought of as a kernel, and it is key to modeling the non-linearity of the underlying
function. Due to the consistency (or marginalisation) property of the GPs, slicing" a GP along
any subset of coordinates results in a 1D Gaussian distribution. So, y∗ ∼ N (µy∗, σ2y∗) with
mean and variance that can be shown to satisfy [Rasmussen and Williams 2006]:
µy∗ = k
ᵀ
∗ K
−1 y, (1)
σ2y∗ = c(x∗,x∗) − kᵀ∗K−1k∗ and (2)
k∗ = [c(x0,x∗), c(x1,x∗), ..., c(xN−1,x∗)]
ᵀ. (3)
Interpolating observed values is equivalent to determining a µy∗ which requires: evaluating k∗,
the input covariance function between each training (observed) and test location, computing the
inverse of K (an N ×N matrix), computing a matrix-vector product K−1y, and computing an
inner product of two vectors. This method models non-linearities by virtue of the non-linearity
of the covariance function. However, the prediction remains linear in y (Eq. 1). The uncer-
tainty (variance) in the interpolation is given by σ2y∗. The above may be extended from the
case of a single output variable y to a d-dimensional output, where the function being learned is
f : X → <d, by simply replacing the observation vector y by an observation matrix Z in Eq. 1,
where each matrix column is independently extrapolated using Eq. 1 (see Figure below, step
3).
2D latent space
observed 3D samples
predict interpolate
1
23
optimise
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Latent Variable Model (LVM)
In some situations, zi ∈ <d are observed but the corresponding xi are unknown: e.g., each
zi could have d = 4 million measurements of a single acquired BRDF. One possible solution
would be to associate arbitrary valuations of xi ∈ <q to the corresponding zi and to perform
interpolation at some x∗ ∈ <q. This is suboptimal as the interpolation results depend heav-
ily on K (the covariance function evaluated at all-pairs of the chosen xi). If d  q and the
mapping is non-linear, then unsupervised learning of the mapping from observed-to-latent vari-
ables corresponds to the classical non-linear dimensionality reduction problem. Alternatively,
the GPLVM [Lawrence 2005] approach places a GP prior on the mapping (choosing a covariance
function) before optimising the latent variables xi of this mapping. The benets of learning
non-linear mappings relies on making a suitable choice for the covariance function, which we will
discuss, and a key property that we exploit in our work is that the interpolations remain linear
with respect to the observations.
Linearity of interpolation using GPLVM
Let ZN×d be the matrix of N observations stacked so that the i
th row is zᵀi and the j
th column
is a vector composed of the jth dimensional components of all N observations. The output of
GPLVM is N optimised q-dimensional latent variables xi. Then, the problem of traversing the
manifold (latent space) is identical to regression. Given some traversal location x∗, the goal is
to predict the corresponding extrapolated observation z∗ (akin to Eq. 1)
zᵀ∗ = b
ᵀ
x∗ Z (4)
where bᵀx∗ = k
ᵀ
∗ K
−1. Although bx∗ is non-linear with respect to the latent variables xi, the
extrapolated data is still linear with respect to the observed data.
Properties
We choose the latent space generated by GPLVM because it oers the following key properties:
1. linearity with respect to observations;
2. guaranteed interpolation of observed data regardless of the choice of latent variables xi.
Replacing x∗ by one of the xi turns k
ᵀ
∗ into line i of K, which through Eq.4 leads z∗ = zi ;
3. guaranteed continuity in the interpolated observations as long as the covariance function
is continuous;
4. knowledge of uncertainty in prediction which may be used as a measure of condence in the
interpolant. Prediction indeed is the mean of a Gaussian random variable which variance
can naturally be interpreted as a condence value.
2.2 Contributions
Our work identies and leverages key connections in the areas of dimensionality reduction, ma-
terial appearance and local light transport, to make the following contributions:
1. we show that a non-linear manifold of acquired BRDFs can be directly traversed to produce
interpolated BRDFs that are linear combinations of the acquired BRDFs;
RR n° 9069
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2. we apply well-known numerical tool (Gaussian Processes) to a new problem, computing
an optimised mapping from observed data to the non-linear manifold of BRDFs, all while
preserving important properties of physically-based real-world BRDFs;
3. we show that the uncertainty in GP prediction can be used to drive sensible" exploration
of the underlying manifold; and,
4. we present two new, ecient rendering algorithms that leverage our BRDF interpolation
technique  one for real-time rendering of direct illumination and another that includes
transport along multi-bounce paths using pre-rendered images.
3 Rendering with interpolated materials
In this section we describe the three stages of our algorithm.
5D latent spaceGPLVM4M dimensional space
latent variables
interpolated l.v.
BRDF measurements
interpolated BRDF
low
medium
high
interp. error
predict
dim. reduction
Figure 1: We use GPLVM to identify a low-dimensional non-linear manifold on which latent
variables of the measured BRDF values lie. We interpolate the latent variables and map the in-
terpolated vector to the data space to obtain interpolated BRDF z∗ which is a linear combination
of the observations zi.
3.1 Learning the BRDF manifold
We learn the manifold of acquired BRDFs using GPLVM (see sec. 2.1). The MERL dataset [Matusik et al. 2003b]
contains N = 100 materials, each with d = 4M (four million) measurements. Each measurement
records a scalar measurement of the reectance for a specic pair of incident and reected direc-
tions. Thus, the size of our observation matrix Z is 100 × 4M . Although latent variables may
be chosen arbitrarily, we perform an optimisation to calculate them. This results in a manifold
where the spacing between latent variables is in accordance to the L2 distance in the data. The
output of this step is a matrix X of size 100 × q whose rows are the latent variables xᵀi . Best
results are obtained with q = 5 for the full MERL database (although q = 2, used in our video
Inria
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for clarity gives excellent results), whereas smaller and more consistent sets of similar materials
can be very well approximated with q = 2.
Choice of covariance function
We use the shifted squared-exponential function (the most widely used kernel in the GP litera-
ture), which is
c(x,x′) = µδ(x,x′) + e−
‖x−x′‖2/2`2 , (5)
where ` and µ are hyperparameters. ` is often referred to as the characteristic length scale
since the mean number of level-zero upcrossings for a 1D GP with this covariance function is
(2π`)−1. A high value for ` leads to a smoother function. µ is a noise-ltering parameter. A very
small value (10−5) improves numerical stability a lot (in inverting K) at the cost of an invisible
discontinuity in the interpolant. We choose this covariance function because of its smoothness
(it has mean square derivatives of all orders), which will translate into smooth transitions across
observed BRDFs (see sec. 5 for detailed discussion).
Optimisation
We obtain optimised latent variables x∗, by maximising the log-likelihood of the GP for a xed
choice of ` and µ:
L = −d
2
log |K| − 1
2
tr
(
K−1ZZT
)
(6)
We perform this optimisation using direct local search [Hooke and Jeeves 1961] which oers a
very ecient calculation scheme in our case since it only requires evaluating the cost function
above while changing a single variable xi at once. We therefore maintain both the inverse
and the determinant while changing a single line and column of K using twice the Sherman-
Morisson [Press et al. 2007] and matrix determinant [Harville 1997] formulas. Figure 2 shows
the evolution of the log-likelihood when tting the full MERL database in dimension 2. The
corresponding map is displayed in Figure 3. More complicated optimisation methods exist, such
as scaled conjugate gradients (the gradients of the log-likelihood are calculated using the chain
rule), where the latent variables can be jointly optimised with the hyperparameter. We chose
the derivate-free method instead because gradient computations here scale cubically with N . We
initialise the latent variables using truncated linear PCA. See sec. 5 for a discussion of these
choices.
3.2 Interpolating materials
Given the latent variables xi from the previous step and a new location x∗, we calculate the
interpolated BRDF (observed) exactly as in eq. 4. The main questions are then how x∗ can be
chosen and what the properties of the interpolated BRDF are.
Choice of x∗
The choice of x∗ depends on the application for which the BRDF manifold needs to be traversed.
If the goal is interactive exploration of the space of acquired BRDFs then even the reduced q-
dimensional latent space (e.g. q = 5) is uneasy. In our examples of interactive exploration, we
display 2D slices of the latent space, the corresponding projections of xi and the uncertainty of
predictions across this slice. The user then manually selects a point within this subspace as x∗.
We also allow the user to explore successive interpolations along a 1D trajectory in the latent
RR n° 9069
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 1e+07
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 0  10  20  30  40  50  60
Log likelihood cost-function (e.g. -L in Eq.6)
Figure 2: Convergence of the log-likelyhood when tting the full MERL database using a latent
space of dimension 2
space by specifying the endpoints of the trajectory. We then generate the path between the
endpoints using an optimisation over the maximum of the uncertainty (variance of prediction)
along the trajectory and the length of this trajectory (see sec. 4).
Properties of the interpolated data
Given the value of x∗, we calculate the interpolated brdf data as z
ᵀ
∗ = b
ᵀ
x∗Z (eq. 4). Here
bx∗ contains non-linearities as a function of X and x∗, but the interpolated data is linear in the
measurement matrix Z. Thus, any properties dened using linear operators of the measured data
are retained. This is a key property for BRDFs since it guarantees that the interpolated BRDF
(1) obeys Helmholtz reciprocity; (2) implicitly interpolates albedo and (3) applies to reectivity
measurements along a xed direction of incidence. We exploit these properties to develop fast
rendering algorithms using the interpolated BRDFs.
3.3 Rendering
The output of the previous step is z∗, an interpolated BRDF whose values are densities corre-
sponding to 4D points in the same order that they were listed in the library of acquired BRDF
measurements. Here we describe how images may be rendered using our interpolated materials
z∗ in dierent scenarios. The central equation of interest for this is the reectance integral, which
describes the radiance arriving from a point r in space along a direction ωo towards the centre
of projection through pixel p:
I(p, ωo) =
∫
S2
L(r, ω) ρ(r, ωo, ω) v(r, ω) max(0, ω.n) dω, (7)
where L(r, ω) is the incident radiance at r along ω, ρ is the BRDF at r, v(r, ω) is the visibility
of the source of L at r along direction ω and n is the normal at r. We refer to the situation
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when L describes radiance that is directly arriving from a light source to r as direct reectance.
For the general case, where light undergoes multiple bounces before the radiance is incident at
some point p on the image plane, L refers to radiance that is arriving at r from multi-bounce
lightpaths.
Direct reectance + xed view
Thanks to the linearity of Equation 7 with respect to the reectance ρ, rendering a pixel with
a BRDF at r that is a linear combination of N measured BRDFs, ρ∗ =
∑N
i=1 b
i
x∗ ρi, can be
expressed as
I∗(p, ω) =
N∑
i=1
bix∗ Ii(p, ω) (8)
where Ii is the image rendered with material ρi. The image rendered using the interpolated
material is therefore a linear combination of the images rendered with each material. For some
applications, such as material design, pre-rendered images may be used to explore the interpo-
lated appearances on the BRDF manifold without recalculating the reectance integral for a xed
view. The images pre-rendered for the dierent materials may directly be linearly interpolated
using elements of the vector bx∗ as coecients.
Direct reectance + dynamic view/geometry/lighting
Any algorithm that expresses the BRDF linearly in terms of a basis may be extended to ac-
commodate our interpolated BRDF with minimal implementational changes. We demonstrate
this using the example of a recent algorithm [Soler et al. 2015] which expresses the BRDF as
a sum of rotated zonal harmonics (ZH)  special spherical harmonics (SH) that are invariant
to rotations through a particular xed axis. Their work exploits the property that a statically
chosen set of (L + 1)2 ZH along 2L + 1 xed axes am, where L is the degree, together form a
basis that exactly spans the space of SH while allowing to compute the shading equation in real
time for large values of L (typically up to L = 40 in our video). For directional (distant) lighting,
where L(., ω) = E(ω) (temporarily ignoring the visibility term for simplicity), they derived the
reectance equation
I(p, ω) =
L∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
(E ⊗ Y0l )(R−1n am) λml (R−1n ωo). (9)
Rn is a rotation that maps global into local directional coordinates so that the up direction is
aligned with the shading normal n, E⊗Y0l denotes spherical convolution of the illumination and
zonal harmonic Y0l , and λml are coecients of the BRDF projected onto rotated ZH. Because
λml linearly depends on the BRDF, there exists a constant matrix Pa (that depends only on
directions {am}), so that the vector Λ
ᵀ
i of the (L + 1)
2 zonal harmonic coecients associated
with reectance ρi is
Λᵀi = z
ᵀ
i Pa.
The interpolated ZH coecients corresponding to ρ∗ are consequently
Λᵀ∗ = z
ᵀ
∗Pa = b
ᵀ
x∗ Z Pa = b
ᵀ
x∗ Λ (10)
where the matrix Λ is formed by stacking the Λᵀi as its lines. So Λ∗ can be computed without
the need for explicitly determining Pa. Λ has a size N × (L + 1)2 where N is the number of
measured BRDFs in the input library and L is the chosen SH degree, and is used as Z in Eq.4.
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Given that Λ∗ is the set of ZH coecients for the interpolated material, we use the shader of
Soler et al. [Soler et al. 2015] without any implementational changes by simply providing it with
Λ∗ for real-time rendering of the interpolated material. Due to this simplicity, our interpolation
can be used with either variant of their real-time shader: static geometry with the visibility term
or dynamic geometry but without visibility.
Global illumination
Let r be the point of last bounce to the eye, located anywhere in a scene which contains an
object whose material ρi we wish to modify. We separate the paths of light arriving at r into
two classes L(r, ω) = L1−(r, ω) + L2+(r, ω) based on whether the paths bounce at most once
(L1−) on ρi or twice or more (L2+) as depicted in the gure below:
object with 
material
eye
light
Since L1− contains paths with at most one interaction with ρi, its contribution to L(r, ωo)
is linear (ane, to be accurate) in ρ. L2+ includes radiance along all other paths. Substituting
this in eq. 7 results in a separation of the image Ii, where the material to be modied is ρi, into
Ii = I
1−
i + I
2+
i where I
1−
i is an image that is entirely ane in ρi and I
2+
i contains the remainder
of the energy. Due to this linearity, by construction,
I1−i (p, ω) = T zi (11)
where T corresponds to a non-conventional form of the transport matrix. Rather than expressing
the radiance at the image plane through linear transport from the light source, eq. 11 represents
the image as a linear combination of the measured 4D reectance data for light bouncing at most
once on ρi. T includes information about the geometry and lighting in the scene. Note that this
is dierent from direct reection because T includes multibounce paths to the exception of paths
that contain more than 1 reection o the surface with the material ρi. The image I
1−
∗ where ρi
is replaced with ρ∗ is then obtained by interpolating pre-rendered images linearly (as in eq. 8):
I1−∗ (p, ω) =
N∑
i=1
bix∗ I
1−
i (p, ω). (12)
In practice, we expect L2+  L1− in general, since the measure of multiple-bounce paths for
which more than one of the bounces on ρ is expected to be small, and the energy along these
paths is expected to be small as well (compared to the total energy arriving at r along ω). We
observed that applying this interpolation to calculate I∗ directly rather than I
0
∗ produces very
plausible results.
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4 Results
Real time exploration of the BRDF manifold
Figure 3 illustrates exploration of the BRDF manifold with images rendered at 25 fps, a primary
application for which would be material design. Three dierent x∗ (red points) are chosen
by clicking and dragging the mouse within the 2D latent space (image on far right). All 101
materials from the MERL data set were used to optimise the latent variables. The corresponding
rendered images and BRDF slices (below) are shown. The only precomputation necessary is the
optimisation of the latent variables associated with each material from the acquired data (which
takes less than a minute on a modern CPU). For a xed set of measured BRDFs, our method
allows exploration of the BRDF space while rendering all combinations of dynamic geometry,
view points and lighting at real-time.
Figure 3: Real-time exploration of our BRDF manifold. 3 materials (red points) are chosen man-
ually, in the vicinity of blue-acrylic, by clicking in the 2D latent space (top right). The latent
variables were optimised using all 101 materials of the MERL database. Our proposed construc-
tion of the BRDF manifold lends itself to real-time rendering (25 fps) using interpolated
materials along with all combinations of dynamic geometry, view points and lighting
(see sec. 3.3) using zonal harmonics up to L = 40 [Soler et al. 2015]. The slices of the interpolated
BRDFs are also visualised. Please see the accompanying video for a live demonstration.
Interactive manipulation of materials in images with global illumination
Figure 4 visualises screenshots from a live session where the user navigates in the latent BRDF
space. The images produced by our method using interpolated materials (shown alongside) are
obtained by blending images that were pre-rendered using training data (measured materials)
with global illumination. Interpolation coecients are computed in real time and applied to
the precomputed images, resulting in blended images that are good approximations of images
obtained by solving for global illumination with the interpolated material (see gure 6).
Best path interpolation of BRDFs
The variance of the posterior probability (σ2z∗ at a given z∗ similar to σ
2
y∗ in eq. 1) of GPs
corresponds to error or uncertainty in prediction. We exploit knowledge of this to explore the
manifold. Given two materials, we nd the shortest path between them, where cost is dened
using a combination of the length of the path and the maximum variance along that path. The
computation of optimal paths (motivated in sec. 3.2) in 5D (and greater) is costly. We nd
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Figure 4: Snapshots captured during a live material editing session where the material on the
teapot was continuously interpolated between MERL chrome and silver-paint. Slices of the
corresponding BRDFs are displayed as insets. Only the rst (top left) and last (bottom
right) images were pre-rendered with full global illumination using Mitsuba [Jakob 2010].
Other images were computed in real-time using linear interpolation of pre-rendered images
using our technique to compute blending weights. Note the consistent change in the reection
of the teapot on the table. The bigger dot corresponds to the material used for the error test in
Figure 6. Please see the accopanying video for more. Note to reviewers: this gure, and Fig.6
show white squares on MacOS, and need Acrobat to display correctly.
optimised paths to explore the BRDF manifold using Djikstra's algorithm for shortest paths, on
a coarse discretisation of the latent space. As an illustration of this (see g. 4), we visualise the
shortest path computed in a 5D latent space computed using 10 metals (small white dots) from
the MERL database. Even for this selective subset of materials, the non-linearity of the space is
obvious (see other 2D slices of the space shown in g. 5). The blue areas in the gure represent
values of x∗ for which the error in the corresponding z∗ is low. Green and red areas indicate
medium and high errors. To the right of the latent space, in g. 4, we show images rendered with
materials corresponding to the 8 points  two endpoints (MERL chrome and silver paint) and six
arbitraily chosen x∗ (yellow circles) that lie on the optimised path. The images with materials
corresponding to intermediate points were computed using linear interpolation of pre-rendered
(with global illumination) images of metals in the database (as in sec. 3.3). Note that best-path
interpolation merely produces the relevant interpolated points. Although this example uses the
interpolated materials to render using pre-rendered images, the same interpolated materials can
indeed be used for real-time exploration (see accompanying video).
5 Discussion
Interpolation step-size
Determining the rate at which the manifold must be traversed, for a perceptually uniform tran-
sition of the interpolated BRDF, is non-trivial [Wills et al. 2009]. For example, in gure 4, it is
unclear how to choose the key-points of interpolation so that there is a uniform transition from
MERL-chrome to MERL-silver-paint. Our goal here is orthogonal  to develop tools to identify
the non-linear manifold as well as for its fast exploration. The ability to cope with the non-
linearity establishes an essential foundation for elegant connections to perceptually-motivated
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studies.
Fast interpolation
We store precomputed products K−1Z for the training data. The cost of obtaining an interpo-
lated BRDF requires computing the correlation vector k∗ which amounts to N calculations of
the covariance function (between x∗ and each of the xi.
Choice of hyperparameters
Figure 7 illustrates the inuence of the two parameters ` and µ using the Gaussian Process for
1D regression over a xed set of points. If ` is too small, the inuence of the tranining samples is
very local (g. 7a), and the uncertainty prediction (red) is very high between training samples.
If ` is approximately equal to the mean distance between samples (g. 7b), the interpolant has a
low variance between data points. When ` is large (g. 7c), the interpolant 'buckles' and bends
overly between points that are close to each other. For very large values of `, numerical instability
causes the interpolation to fail (g. 7d). The use of a diagonal term µ with the covariance (See
Eq.5) introduces the ability to cope with training points that are too close to each other, without
bending the interpolant by sacricing continuity at the training points. Note that we do not need
to optimize for ` since it acts as a global scale parameter that is compensated by the optimization
for the latent variables xi, we therefore arbitrarily set ` = 1. µ is chosen to be as small as possible
(µ = 10−6 in our examples) while ensuring numerical stability.
Importance sampling
None of the rendering methods proposed in this paper rely on integration via Monte Carlo
sampling and so importance sampling is not relevant. Nonetheless, the ability to draw samples
distributed according to 2D slices of BRDF may be useful for other rendering approaches that
wish to use our representation of the BRDF manifold. There are multiple ways of importance
sampling from our interpolated BRDF. The straightforward way would be to exploit linearity
and interpolate precomputed cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) associated with each of
the materials. The CDF of the interpolated BRDF slice is easily computed on-the-y. This
method, although straightforward to implement, would introduce the cost of numerical inversion
of the CDF while generating samples. Some renderers generate importance samples by rst tting
parametric models (with prescribed importance sampling algorithms) to the acquired BRDFs. In
that case, the parameters for each zi could be set as the latent variables xi. Instead of generating
optimised latent variables our optimisation would then be used to optimise the hyperparameters.
The resulting x∗ would correspond to the parameters for the interpolated BRDF and importance
sampling could be performed as prescribed by the chosen parametric model.
Connections to work using GPs
GPs are popular tools that have been widely used. As explained in sec. 2 GPs have been
explored for regression to complete missing BRDF data [Hao et al. 2015] for a single BRDF.
Georgoulis used GPs to overcome the problem of ill-posedness while performing BRDF infer-
ence [Georgoulis et al. 2015], by working in the (much smaller) latent space. In this paper, we
exploit the linearity of the regressed variables with respect to the observed data for fast rendering.
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Figure 5: 3 slices of the 5D latent space where the path between chrome and silver-paint was
optimised (g. 4).
Choosing key-points for interpolation
We have chosen arbitrary key-points in the latent space as points x∗ for the choice of interpolated
materials. Recent work on exploring the intuitive space of materials [Serrano et al. 2016] uses
data from user-studies to learn non-linear mappings from the top 5 principal components to
perceptually-meaningful attributes. They demonstrate impressive applications such as artistic
exploration of the space of plausible materials. However, since their mapping to the perceptual
attributes is non-linear and their interpolated BRDFs are non-linear in the measurements, the
method does not lend itself to ecient rendering. Further, the domain of the mapping is limited
to a linear subspace of the measured data. Our method, on the other hand, produces a non-
linear manifold and yet retains the desirable property that interpolated BRDFs are linear in
the observations. Interesting areas of future research would be to either modify our covariance
function to account for perceptual attributes or to dene a distance metric on the manifold using
which perceptually-optimal interpolation key-points may be obtained.
Editing multiple materials simultaneously
Our discussion through the paper has been focussed on modifying one of the BRDFs in the scene.
This trivially generalises to real-time rendering of multiple materials using ZH, for materials ei-
ther on the same manifold or on dierent manifolds. For interpolation of pre-rendered GI images,
editing p materials requires a multi-linear interpolation of dimension p, applying Equation 12 to
compute intermediate points.
Anisotropic materials
There is no fundammental dierence in using anisotropic BRDFs (provided that the parameter-
isation of these functions is consistent over the training data), which would simply appear as
larger vectors in Eq.4 with a signicantly larger computation time. Both our GI and real-time
applications naturally extend to anisotropic BRDFs, the later being facilitated by the fact that
the training data is never stored on the GPU: only the ZH coecients of the interpolated BRDF
currently displayed is.
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Figure 6: Comparison of our blended image (top left), against a reference
computed with global illumination (top right) for the midpoint of the path
in Fig.4 (top-left). The reference image was generated using the corre-
sponding interpolated reectance data. The dierences (right) are due to
the absence of L2+ paths in our solution.
Figure 7: Overview of the eects of meta-parameters on Gaussian process interpolation with
gaussian covariance (Eq. 5, see section text): (a) too small a ` create a local interpolant a
high variance. (b) correct `: low variance in between data points. (c) when ` is too large, the
interpolant appears overly "bent". (d) even larger ` causes numerical instability. (e) adding a
diagonal regulation term on the covariance allows to cope for close data points without bending
the interpolant.
Limitations
One of the drawbacks of our interpolation scheme is that it does not guarantee conservation of
energy and positivity of the resulting BRDF. The former requires that for any xed incoming
(resp. outgoing) angle, the integral of BRDF density over all outgoing (resp. incoming) angles
is less than unity. As for positivity, one possibility would be to interpolate log(Z) instead of Z
at the cost of losing linearity and all the associated benets. In practice, we observed that these
two problems are insignicant as long as interpolation is restricted to regions with low prediction
uncertainty (low variance).
6 Conclusion
We have presented a method for learning and traversing a non-linear manifold of measured
BRDFs. The input to our method is a set of reectivity measurements made at locations in t
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he 4D domain of BRDFs. The locations are obtained by densely sampling the space composed
of incident and exitant angles. First we obtain the mapping from the measurement space (d=4
M) to a much smaller latent space (q=2). For novel points in this latent space, obtained by
interpolating the latent variables associated with the measured BRDFs, we use the mappin g
to calculate the corresponding high-dimensional point. The computed high-dimensional point
corresponds to the virtual measurements associated with the interpolated latent variabl e. The
key property of our method is that these virtual measurements can be calculated as linear
combinations of the measured data. We exploit this to obtain real-time rendering an d fast
blending of precomputed images with global illumination, using interpolated materials.
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